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A problem on lacunary series 
By R. K A U F M A N in Urbana (Illinois, U.S.A.) 
The limiting distributions of lacunary trigonometric sums 
(1) SN(t) = UN)-* ¿cos (ykt) 
k = 1 
where l s y 1 , gyksyk+1 were considered, by SALEM and ZYGMUND [3J. 
who showed that, over any fixed set of positive Lebesgue measure, SN tends in 
law to the normal, or Gaussian, distribution of mean 0 and variance 1. HELSON 
and KAHANE [1] showed that certain consequences of lacunarity persist if the 
Lebesgue measure is replaced by a Baire probability measure whose Fourier— 
Stieltjes transform meets the condition fi(u) = 0(\u\~x) for some oe>0. The nearest 
metric analogue of this is 
(2) p([a,a + h])^Mhfi for all a, and /?>0, 
where fi and M = M(P) are positive constants; In this case nothing like the Salem— 
Zygmund result is necessarily valid, even if (2) holds for every However, if 
we treat the coefficients yk as functions of a variable x, we can obtain a similar 
result, at least in a special case-. 
T h e o r e m . For x > l , let yk=xk, that is , 
' SN(t) = QN)~? ¿ c o s ( x * i ) . 
k = 1 
Then for almost all x>2 
eo ' -
lim f e ~ a s " ^ n ( d t ) = ( - o o < ; . < o o ) . 
N-*oo V 
— CO 
1. L e m m a . There exist a number ¿ > 0 , depending only on ft, and a number 
M' depending only on M and fi (cf. (2)) with the property: For any real function 
fix), Osxsl, of class C2, with f"^r>0, 
1 °° . 
I = f JeWnidt)' 
0 — oo 
2 
dx ^ M'r~s. 
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P r o o f . The inner integral can be written 
J Je'i'-^fWn(dt)n(ds) 
— oo — oo 
so 
OO OO 1 oo oo 
1= f f J e^'-^Mdxfi(dt) fi(ds) = f f h(t-s) n(dt) n(ds). 
- O O - M 0 — CO — oo 
By VAN DER C O R P U T ' S lemma [2] 
\h(t-s)\^C\r(t-s)\~i (-oo<i, f<oo), • 
for an absolute constant C; clearly als.o |/z| S 1. Let r, > 0 so that 
• <» S + IJ 
f f n(dt)n(s)=. J J-n(dt)n(ds) ^ 2Mr,». 
| r - s | 3> i s —if 
For every choice of t] > 0 we find 
Choosing >7 = f - 1 / 1 + 2/* we obtain 
( 2 M + C ) r - « 1 + 2 ' t . 




• k=l . 
• 2 ( i -ick)2\ \ - ~ c l 
k=1 fc=l I ^ 
s 2' 2 | c t | 3 2 ( l + c k 2 ) 3 / 2 . 
k—1 k=1 
Hence 
e x p ( - / ^ , ( 0 ) = + J ( i - i X Q N ) - 1 c o s ( x * 0 ) 2 ( 1 - 1 2 J V " " c o s 2 ^ ; ) ) -
(The symbols (9 and o always refer to a bound, uniform for any interval — B ^ X ^ B ) . 
Using the formula cos 2v = 2 cos2 v — 1, we see that the second factor converges 
in /¿-measure to e ~ i k 2 , provided 
22 
1 Sj<kmN 
J cos (2xJ t) cos(2xkt) jit (dt) 
or 
J cos(2xJ t ± 2xk t) ¡x (dt) 
But by the lemma and the Schwarz inequality 
22 
1Sj<kSS 
9 + 1 
2 f f COS (2xJ t±2xkt)fi(dt) 




dx < oo 
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for any </> 1. Here we applied the lemma to the functions 2xk ± 2xJ (1 
whose derivatives are easily estimated. It follows that the convergence of the second 
factor takes place for almost all 
3. Set 
/ * ( * ) • = / n[\-mN)-*cos(xkt)Mdt). 
First, we estimate the sum of the terms involving a single cosine, or a product of 
two cosines. The first kind give a sum 
n 0(N-*) [ co&(x*t)n(dt) 
*=1 JL 
and the second 
oo 
2 2 OiN-1) f cos(xkt±xJt)fi(dt). 
1 S j < k S N J L -
We already dealt with integrals similar to these, and showed that the sums converge 
to 0 for almost all x > l . 
From now on we assume 
so that if 0 < ky -«=...< kr are integers (2 s r), 
d2 
(pj* + xk-1 ± ... ± xkl) S Aqk' 
for some A~A(q)>0. 
Consider now the part of JN(x) involving products of exactly m cosines, 
We divide this further according to the largest power of x involved, 
and obtain 
2 - 2 ' i ^ r l 0(BmN-*m) f cos(±xk»>t±...±xkit)n(dt). 
(The number B is chosen so that 
By the lemma and the inequality on the second derivative, there is an 0, 1) 
such that 
9 + 1 ~ 
f f cos(txk'"±...±txk>)n(dt) dx = 0(rkm). 
Thus the integral of the modulus of that part of JN(x) not already disposed of, 
is of the order of magnitude 
N N I V _ 1 
<p{N) = 2 N-*«(2By 2 \ \ 
. m= 3 k = m { m — 1 
N k I fr 
rk^ 2 2 rkN~im(2B)m 
k = 3 m = 3 \ m 
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By T A Y L O R ' S f o r m u l a 
2(2BN-*y | hs ~(2BN~*)3 2 (2BN~i)'"-3 k m(m-\)(m-2) 
m = 3 \m) b „,=3 {m) 
T h u s q>(N)<z 2 N-%rkk3(l + 2BN~i)k. I f N is so la rge t h a t (1 + 2BN~$) r < ri, 
k = 3 
(p(N)«N~i. Since < co; JN(x)T-0 f o r a l m o s t all [q, q + 1], a n d t h e p r o o f 
is comple t e . 
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